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Smart AIoT Applications

- Glasses, Aquarium, Dustbin, Desk
- Plant Irrigation, AI Robot Hand

- Laser Turret using Human Hand Racking AI
- Zoom-like Virtual Background
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Ⅰ

Smart Glasses
for Blind Person
using AI
How it works
The ultrasonic sensor serves as the obstacle detection module, while a
control module serves as the processing unit, and the buzzer serves as

Introduction

the output unit.

Maybe we need this more than an AI robot, a smart glasses for the blind;

tion about the barrier or object in front of the person, and analyses it,

and we tried to make one. This glasses has an ‘obstacle detecting module’

then send the obtained data through serial connection. Upon sending

in the center, and a ‘processing unit’ and power supply.

data, the void will let the user know if the obstacle is near or far.

The control unit activates the ultrasonic sensors, which gather informa-
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Hardware
components

Software apps and
online services

WIZnet W5100S-EVB-Pico

x1

Bluetooth Speaker

x1

Arduino IDE

Raspberry Pi 4 Model B

x1

Jumper wires (generic)

x1

PyTorch

YouTube

GitHub
Ultrasonic Sensor
- HC-SR04 (Generic)

x1
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Ⅱ
Smart Aquarium with
Voice Recognition
Introduction
The standard aquarium in the market has its own virtue but the owner
must still manually feed the fish daily. Since we’re living in a digital world
with all different technologies, why not use it for an automated aquarium
that can fill the water and feed the fish when required?

How it works
The AI implemented voice recognition for smart aquarium automates the
feeding system. We used a Raspberry Pi local MQTT server for in-talking
voice command and feeding system activation. First, download the MQTT
voice app from play store. Then, we give the credentials MQTT Server:Port
and MQTT Topic. MQTT Server:Port is where the IP address and port
number has to be entered. MQTT topic for this project is “home.”
By clicking on the mic, we need to send command feed/Feed so that the
feeder is activated. The given command will check the matching
command code in order to activate the feeder.

Hardware
components

Software apps and
online services

WIZnet W5100S-EVB-Pico

x1

SG90 Micro-servo motor

x1

Seeed Studio Grove
- Water Sensor

x1

YouTube

Arduino IDE

GitHub
Seeed Studio Grove - Relay

x1
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Ⅲ
Robot Hand
with Hand Gesture
Recognition
Introduction
For this project, we’ve tried to implement a remotely controlled mechanical arm with hand gesture recognition application using W5100S-EVB-Pico and RP2040.

How it works
The PCA9685 (servo motor driver) is connected to the Raspberry Pi and 5
servo motors are connected to the PCA9685 from 0 to 4thPin. Each finger
of the mechanical hand is connected to the individual servo motors.
AdruCam OV2640 module requires CS, MOSI, MISO and SCLK pins for SPI
connection, and SDA, SCL pins for I2C connection. We modified the
source code to use SPI1.

Hardware
components

Software apps and
online services

WIZnet W5100S-EVB-Pico

x1

Raspberry Pi 4 Model B

x1

Robotic Mechanical Hand

x1

SG90 Micro-servo motor

x1

National Control Devices
PCA9685 8-Channel 8W 12V
x1
FET Driver Proportional Valve
Controller with I2C Interface

YouTube

Arduino IDE

Raspberry Pi Raspbian

GitHub
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Ⅳ
Smart Dustbin using
WIZnet EVB-Pico & TinyML
Introduction
One of the major problems faced in the world is waste management and
not proper cleaning of waste. For example, overloaded dustbins on the
road cause dirty surroundings and could lead to various diseases. To
prevent such diseases, it is best to have the dustbins closed when not in
use and keep the surrounding clean and green. We can automate the the
process of opening the lid when a person waves his/her hand in front of
the sensor and it automatically closes in a specified time.

How it works
We used RP2040 as the micro controller from the W5100S-EVB-Pico to
control the 9V servo motor and ultrasonic sensor. The ultrasonic sensor
would detect the movement and send the signal to the board.
Smartbin uses two sensors (camera module & ultrasonic) and one
actuator (servo motor), which helps in detecting the human and open
the lid only when human is in front. IoT is limited only when the
developer’s imagination limits itself; hence there are more prospects that
can be added to the future scope of this project.

Hardware
components

Software apps and
online services

WIZnet W5100S-EVB-Pico

x1

Ultrasonic Sensor
- HC-SR04 (Generic)

x1

Arducam Mini 2MP Plus
x1
– OV2640 SPI Camera Module

YouTube

Arduino IDE

GitHub
SG90 Micro-servo motor

x1
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Ⅴ
Laser Turret using
Human Hand Tracking AI

Introduction
We’re going to create a laser turret system that can detect and track the
palm processes and coordinates.

How it works
The servo motors are connected to W5100S-EVB-Pico, which will provide
the X and Y coordinates to the laser and guide it to the detected objects.
There are two servos used in this project: one is for the vertical motion
and the other one is for the horizontal motion. Once W5100S-EVB-Pico
receives the XY coordinates, these coordinates are sent to the servo
motors which will move the laser pointer accordingly.

Hardware
components

Software apps and
online services

WIZnet W5100S-EVB-Pico

x1

Solderless Breadboard
Half Size

x1

Arduino IDE

SG90 Micro-servo motor

x1

Jumper wires (generic)

x1

OpenCV

YouTube

GitHub
Laser Emitter Module

x1

Mediapipe
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Ⅵ
Smart Plant Irrigation
with Health Detection
Introduction
In this project, we’ll create a smart irrigation system that can detect the
moisture level in the water and irrigate the plant accordingly. This system
also contains a failsafe mechanism that allows the moisture sensor to
recalibrate, so that the plant is not overwatered. The current humidity
level and temperature are also shown on the OLED system. This project
employs YOLOV5, a powerful object detection model capable of
monitoring the plant’s health in real time and transmitting the
information to a MQTT server. The MQTT server will send messages to the
Raspberry Pi Pico, which is also displayed on the OLED panel.

How it works
VCC and GND are connected to a common point in the breadboard to
that other sensors can share this point. The DHT sensor is connect to GPIO
PIN 9 of the Pico board, which provides temperature and humidity
readings. The capacitive moisture sensor is connected to Analogue PIN
A0, which provides the current soil moisture readings.

Hardware
components

Software apps and
online services
SparkFun Qwiic Single Relay x 1

Arduino IDE

Seeed Studio Grove
- Capacitive Moisture Sensor x 1
(Corrosion Resistant)

ElectroPeak 0.96" OLED
64x128 Display Module

x1

PyTorch

DHT11 Temperature &
Humidity Sensor (4 pins)

5v Water Pump

x1

WIZnet W5100S-EVB-Pico

x1

x1

YouTube

GitHub
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Ⅶ
Zoom-like
Virtual Background
using ArduCam

Introduction

How it works

Since Zoom meeting is one of the most used video conference call

This project will use the TCP/IP socket based video streaming

software, this project implements a Zoom-like virtual background using

implementation via W5100S-EVB-Pico and ArduCam Mini 2MP Plus–SPI

the ArduCam OV2640 Module and W5100S-EVB-Pico. We’ll use a human

Camera Module to capture the video frames; along with the Selfie-

segmentation AI to extract the human body from the video frame and

segmentation of Google Mediapipe on Raspberry Pi 4 Model B, which

display the human body after merging with the virtual background.

shows 8 to 9 frames per second for human segmentation.

Hardware
components

Software apps and
online services

WIZnet W5100S-EVB-Pico

x1

Solderless Breadboard
Half Size

x1

ArduCam Mini 2MP Plus
- SPI Camera Module

x1

Jumper wires (generic)

x1

Raspberry Pi 4 Model B

x1

YouTube

Arduino IDE
PyTorch
Google Gogle Mediapipe

GitHub

OpenCV
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Ⅷ
Smart Desk using
WIZnet EVB-Pico and TinyML
Introduction

How it works

This project involves an IR sensor on the desk which will detect if anyone

The VCC and GND pins of the camera, IR sensor , and 4ch Relay are

is sitting on the desk, and toggle its output. The IR sensor is connected to

connected to VCC and GND respectively. The IR sensor’s DOUT pin is

a microcontroller, which controls the Relays based on the output of the IR

connected to GP1 of the WIZnet Pico 2 and the output from WIZnet Pico

sensor.

1 is connected to GP0 of the WIZnet Pico 2. When the camera detects
someone’s face, it’ll set the GP0 of WIZnet Pico 2 to HIGH and when the IR
sensor detects something, it’ll set the GP1 to LOW.
When the GP0 & GP1 of WIZnet Pico 2 are HIGH & LOW respectively, the
Relays connected to GP2, GP3, GP4, and GP5 are set HIGH – hence, when
someone is detected by the camera and he/she is sitting on the desk, the
microcontroller will turn on the relay.

Hardware
components

Software apps and
online services

WIZnet W5100S-EVB-Pico

x1

IR Sensor Module FC-51

x1

YouTube

Arduino IDE

GitHub
4ch Relay

x1
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